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Trump’s Chinese torture
Key Points


Renewed escalation of trade war



Powell justifies easing to stem foreign risks



Hope of end of political crisis in Italy?



Risk aversion continues to benefit bond markets

Escalation of tensions between the US and China
sparked a sharp repricing of equity markets late last
week. The S&P index lost 2.5% on Friday following
China’s response to Trump latest batch of
protectionist measures. European and Asian
markets followed on the downside. The Nikkei’s drop
was worsened by yen strength.
Gold trading above $1,500 remains a valued safe
haven along with Treasuries qui fully price an
additional Fed cut in September. Easing USD yields
benefit emerging bonds. In the euro area, hope for a
solution to the government crisis supported BTPs

(200bp vs. Bunds). The potential formation of a M5SPD government would likely help appease current
tensions with Brussels.
Credit trade tighter as investors expect CSPP to
resume soon. The spread narrowing spilled over into
speculative-grade markets. European high yield
narrowed by 41bp last week.
The yuan is adjusting to the latest US protectionist
salvo to 7.014 against the dollar. The euro oscillates
about $1.11. Sterling ($1.22) is stabilizing despite
mounting risks of no-deal Brexit.

Chart of the week
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US 10y yield (%)

The yield on 10-year Treasuries
has halved since last autumn
getting closer to previous
extreme lows such as July 2012
(1.39% close) flowing Draghi’s
“Whatever it takes” and July
2016 (1.36%) after the Brexit
vote.
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Market action in the months
following these events suggest
however that the worse-case
scenario is not a certainty and
that positioning may sometimes
reflect mere panic.
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Source : Bloomberg, Ostrum AM
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T-note yields mainly reflect Fed
policy, global economic outlook
and investor risk aversion.
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Trump or the Chinese torture
Renewed deterioration in the trade relationship
between the US and China has sparked weakness
across World equity markets. Donald Trump raised
tariffs from 25 to 30% on 250b Chinese imports and is
set to increase from 10 to 15% tariffs on an additional
$300b worth of goods by December 15th. China
responded by putting tariffs on US autos (which had
been suspended since December) and taxing 75b
worth of US products. Measures will be implemented
gradually on September 1st (affecting US soybeans and
oil notably) and December 15th (automobiles).

The Fed has thrown in the towel
In this context of increased volatility, equity markets
have erased a large part of the rebound seen early on
last week. Expectations of an announcement at
Jackson Hole had supported equities but intervention
by the US President spoiled the party and ignited a
sharp market downturn on Friday. Jerome Powell had
however made pretty clear that monetary easing was
justified by downside risks to global growth, which
intensified recently amid political crises in Italy and
Hong Kong and Brexit impasse. The Fed is seemingly
ignoring the risks linked to its low-rate policy. Such
policy is much more dangerous than generally
perceived. Furthermore, it is quite clear that cutting Fed
rates cannot compensate for the negative effects on
supply imposed by protectionist measures preventing,
for example, companies to integrate rapidly new
technologies such as 5G.
In the euro area, industrial recession in Germany calls
for some fiscal stimulus, which may occur later this
year. By then, Trump will have made up his mind on
European car tariffs and a decision on Brexit will have
been made. Germany is holding fire for now as the
multiplier effect on fiscal easing may prove quite limited
given current level of unemployment. Measures aimed
at increasing car purchases would likely be efficient.
Italy could see light at the end of the tunnel. President
Mattarella asked M5S and PD leaders to form a
government after Salvini pulled support from the
current government coalition. The formation of a new
coalition would avoid elections and may help to ease
tensions with Brussels.

Risk aversion persists
In terms of global asset allocation, financial flows do
reflect a high degree of risk aversion. Final investors
continue to reduce exposure to equity markets. Since
Sintra last June, investors have been adding to
government bond fund holdings. In parallel, high
demand for gold resonate in bond market space with
increased interest in US index-linked bonds. Protection
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against inflation or dollar downside risk is the key
reason for such asset allocation. Emerging market
equities continue to shun by investors whilst some
profit-taking has been seen in emerging bond markets.

Will the Fed surprise markets?
Bond markets have been well oriented. T-note yields
oscillates about 1.50% as mixed data comes in and
change Fed expectations. The FOMC will meet a week
after the ECB, which may announce a broad package
of policy measures including deposit rate cuts and new
asset purchases. The Fed may then choose to
overshoot expectations currently centred on a 25bp
move. Overshooting would help to stem current
pressures on the dollar (upside risk) and equities
(downside risk) via a 50 and even 75bp rate cut. Under
this scenario, the yield curve may steepen. We
recommend a neutral stance for the time being. T-note
offers little value at a time when inflation is running at a
1.8% annual rate but market participants may want to
test previous technical levels including the 1.32% alltime low print. Index-linked bonds offer better value but
flight-to-safety keeps crushing breakeven levels.
In the euro area, Germany’s industrial recession and
Mario Draghi’s last opportunity to use the monetary
bazooka maintain a very supportive backdrop for
bonds. The apparent lack of demand at the 30y Bund
auction (average rate at -0.11%) is not worrisome as it
is mostly reflective of the debt agency’s operational
framework (the recurrent unsold debt is sold in
secondary markets). The yield curve remains quite flat
by historical standards. As concerns sovereign
spreads, the formation of a new government would help
avoid general elections. BTP spreads have come in
although Italy’s curve is steeper than that of other
peripherals. Ireland undergoes Brexit anxiety again.
Irish bonds is getting closer to that of Spain and
Portugal on intermediate maturities despite stronger
credit.
In equity markets, renewed trade tensions have taken
a toll on the S&P index. The US earnings season was
uninspiring at best. Earnings growth was just 1.7% on
average in the second quarter. Earnings in the
hardware technology industry are down some 20%.
Sales also fell 25% in the basic materials sector. Health
care however did well with 10% growth in the second
quarter. As concerns performance, energy plunged
10% in August whilst sectoral rotation favoured utilities
which benefitted greatly from falling interest rates and
low-beat characteristics. In Europe, we have seen a
similar pullback in equity markets, which was even
more pronounced in two additional sectors, namely
banks and automobiles.
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Main Market Indicators
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Legal information
This document is intended for professional clients in accordance with MIFID. It may not be used for any purpose other than that for which it was conceived and may not be copied, distributed or communicated
to third parties, in part or in whole, without the prior written authorization of Ostrum Asset Management.
None of the information contained in this document should be interpreted as having any contractual value. This document is produced purely for the purposes of providing indicative information.
This document consists of a presentation created and prepared by Ostrum Asset Management based on sources it considers to be reliable. Ostrum Asset Management reserves the right to modify the information
presented in this document at any time without notice, and in particular anything relating to the description of the investment process, which under no circumstances constitutes a commitment from Ostrum
Asset Management.
Ostrum Asset Management will not be held responsible for any decision taken or not taken on the basis of the information contained in this document, nor in the use that a third party might make of the
information.
Figures mentioned refer to previous years. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Any reference to a ranking, a rating or an award provides no guarantee for future performance and is not constant
over time. Reference to a ranking and/or an award does not indicate the future performance of the UCITS/AIF or the fund manager.
Under Ostrum Asset Management’s social responsibility policy, and in accordance with the treaties signed by the French government, the funds directly managed by Ostrum Asset Management do not invest
in any company that manufactures, sells or stocks anti-personnel mines and cluster bombs.
This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or Institutional Investors and, when required by local regulation, only at
their written request. This material must not be used with Retail Investors.
In the E.U. (outside of the UK and France): Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers S.A. is a Luxembourg management company
that is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier and is incorporated under Luxembourg laws and registered under n. B 115843. Registered office of Natixis Investment Managers
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GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris.
In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland or its representative office in Zurich,
Schweizergasse 6, 8001 Zürich.
In the U.K.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (register no. 190258). This material is intended to be communicated
to and/or directed at persons (1) in the United Kingdom, and should not to be regarded as an offer to buy or sell, or the solicitation of any offer to buy or sell securities in any other jurisdiction than the United
Kingdom; and (2) who are authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA 2000); or are high net worth businesses with called up share capital or net assets of at least £5 million or in the
case of a trust assets of at least £10 million; or any other person to whom the material may otherwise lawfully be distributed in accordance with the FSMA 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 or the FSMA
2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes) (Exemptions) Order 2001 (the "Intended Recipients"). The fund, services or opinions referred to in this material are only available to the Intended Recipients
and this material must not be relied nor acted upon by any other persons. Registered Office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER.
In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by the DFSA. Related financial products or services are only available
to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA.
No other Person should act upon this material. Registered office: Office 603 - Level 6, Currency House Tower 2, PO Box 118257, DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd., Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau (kinsho) No. 425. Content of Business: The Company conducts
discretionary asset management business and investment advisory and agency business as a Financial Instruments Business Operator. Registered address: 1-4-5, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo.
In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial Supervisory Commission of
the R.O.C. Registered address: 34F., No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2018 FSC SICE No. 024, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788.
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